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Contrapuntal Moves and Counter-Systems:  
Notes on Bhopal, MP
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These are some of the terms used by the celebrated Indian architect 
Charles Correa, to describe a key component in his architecture. 

Open-to-sky space / open-to-sky pathway / movement through open-
to-sky spaces / open-to-sky processional movement / open-to-sky 
pradakshina / processional unfolding of spaces, some enclosed, some 
open-to-sky / contrapuntal open-to-sky areas / complex interlock of 
pathways, built form and open-to-sky spaces / between closed-box and 
open-to-sky there lies a whole continuum of zones.  
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Correa designed the Bharat Bhavan arts centre in Bhopal in the early 1980s.1 
He explained the design as “large areas of open space surrounded by just 
enough built-form to make one feel one is ‘inside’ a piece of architecture”. 
For him, the open-to-sky courtyards function contrapuntally, as places for 
the eye to rest after feasting on the vibrant art in the galleries.2
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There is no real façade, and as you walk through a series of descending 
courtyards and terraces that slot sinuously off-axis, the mastery of the 
design is gradually revealed. Generously proportioned stairs are held 
within low brick walls. There are shallow plinths and platforms and then 
there are extra wide, pivoted teak doors leading to the galleries, enabling 
fluid and swift transitions between the inside and outside.
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The trees planted in the courtyards offer welcome shade as well as a filigree 
of green to offset the austere dust-coloured brick and concrete palette: 
the champa (dolochapa, gutachin, chameli, khadchampo, khairchampa, 
sonchampa), the neem (limba, dhanujhada) and the peepal (pipdo, pippala 
vrksha). All of these elements help create an intricate bricolage of sensory 
experience that steals up quietly, unannounced. 
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In Bharat Bhavan, Correa too crystallizes his own conceptualized approach 
to architecture, one that is attuned to the particulars of climate, living 
patterns, budget and patronage. What seems at first a modest proposition 
turns out to offer the Indian public a bold alternative to the imported 
Corbusier model. 

In his seminal essay on Corbusier’s Assembly building in Chandigarh, 
Correa explained that rather than a single elaborate feature it is the 
superimposition of multiple elements and patterns that generates the 
complexity in Corbusier’s architecture.3 
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Roopankar, the fine arts museum of Bharat Bhavan, remains a unique 
experiment in which contemporary art, folk art, and tribal art, share space on 
an equal footing. Each of these sections has remarkable collections. In the 
modern art galleries I saw lively paintings on glass by KG Subramanyan, a 
lovely mottled green painting of two men on the street by Gieve Patel and a 
monumental, somewhat sinister cityscape by Jayanti Rabadia. 
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However, I had gone to Bhopal to learn more about the artist and museum 
founder, Jagdish Swaminathan, and to see works by Jangarh Singh 
Shyam and drawings by the Korwa tribals. I had seen Jangarh Singh 
Shyam’s prints over 15 years ago in a small shop at a gallery in Mumbai 
and bought two prints, one of a peacock and another of a grouping of 
three animals coloured in foliate patterns in ochre-browns and leaf-greens. 
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I had hoped to find this publication.4 Surprisingly, however, it was 
unavailable even in the Bharat Bhavan library. They did have a copy of 
another book on the Bharat Bhavan collection by Swaminathan, which 
they xeroxed for me.5 When I returned to New York, I found copies of both 
these extraordinary books in a library and was able to scan them. 

I had also seen a small group of Korwa drawings assembled by the New 
York gallerist Hudson a few years ago and was smitten. I tracked down 
catalogues from two previous shows of Korwa works – one at the Drawing 
Center in New York and another in a Paris gallery. Both showed Korwa 
works from the collection of the poet Franck André Jamme who had 
gone to Bhopal and retraced the field trips of Swaminathan after seeing a 
modest publication on the Korwa drawings at Bharat Bhavan. 
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The interplay between the low-resolution xerox copy made in Bhopal and 
the high-resolution scan made in New York was how I began to make this 
artist book. I included the complete text of three key essays by Swaminathan 
to give full rein to his powerfully evocative and incisive voice. 
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I also included a complete inventory list for the works by Jangarh Singh 
Shyam and the Hill Korwa artists in the Bharat Bhavan collection—75 
works each—as a stand-in for an artist monograph or catalogue raisonné 
that is probably unlikely to be made.

Sample this description of Jangarh Singh Shyam’s paintings: “Through 
the use of colour and line and dot a whole pantheon of gods and 
deities are created, setting up a grand tableau, the inner magic world of 
Jangadh, and therefore of the Pardhan and the Gond.”6 
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Jangarh Singh Shyam painted the domes at Bharat Bhavan and later 
transformed the walls of a large courtyard and performance space in 
Correa’s Vidhan Bhavan in Bhopal with his fanciful forest creatures—birds, 
tigers, crocodiles, and demons.7 
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The poet and translator AK Ramanujan has said, “My interest has always 
been in the mother tongues, not Sanskrit, because I have always felt that 
the mother tongues represent a democratic, anti-hierarchic, from-the-
ground-up view of India. And my interest in folklore has also been shaped 
by that. I see in these counter-systems, anti-structures, a protest against 
official systems.”8
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The architecture of Bharat Bhavan counters and re-imagines received 
ideas of modern architecture. And Jangarh Singh Shyam’s potent art 
as well as the “protest” art of the Hill Korwa tribes require their place 
in a genuine understanding of modern and contemporary art.




